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IMOU Protect Plus Card (Annual Plan)
With  the  card,  you  gain  a  one-year  support  subscription  for  your  IMOU  products.  As  part  of  it,  you  get  advanced  cloud  computing
technology as well as enhanced security. Choose IMOU Protect and enjoy even more convenience.
 
Data storage security
Say goodbye to traditional SD cards and their limitations. The cloud storage system is part of the Imou Protect package, allowing you to
store and share your recordings for up to 30 days, while ensuring maximum protection for your privacy and data security.
 
Advanced detection using AI
Leveraging the computing potential of the cloud, Imou Protect delivers up to 200 times the performance of standard embedded camera
systems. It enables precise recognition of different types of objects, reducing false alarms. It recognizes not only people, but also animals
and vehicles, using advanced algorithms.
 
Alert analysis and shared access
With a subscription, you gain access to free security reports. Monitor and analyze statistics on generated alerts to be fully aware of daily
alert activity. Now you can also share access to devices - Imou Protect allows up to 20 people to jointly manage alerts, cloud records and
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connected devices.
 
Your privacy comes first
Imou Protect takes care of your privacy. The service complies with international data security standards, including ISO 27001, ISO 27017,
ISO 27018, ISO 27701, has passed privacy tests for IoT services, and is CSA STAR3 certified, guaranteeing the highest level of personal
data protection.
 
	Manufacturer
	IMOU
	Product code
	IOAP
	Subscription period
	1 year

Price:

€ 72.00

Smart Home, Others
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